Abstract -This paper introduces an adaptive growing three-dimensional SelfOrganizing Map with the special feature of a matrix input layer instead of an onedimensional vector. This is very important in order to present matrix input functions to the net without losing any neighbourhood relations. The network training runs in two phases. First it grows from an initially small size until an user defined performance criterion is met. Then a fine-tuning procedure is performed with a decreasing learning rate and several neighbourhood definitions.
Introduction
The motivation to modify the original Self-Organizing Map [1] comes from the field of pattern recognition, which acts as a tool in a motion detection system. In [2] [3] [4] , aspects more concerning the application side of three-dimensional SOMs with two-dimensional input layer for pattern recognition problems are described. As far as necessary to understand the implementation details in the following section, a brief introduction into the task of the SOM is given now.
After recording an image, it is divided into several parts and the correlation to the corresponding parts in the previous image is computed. An artificial neural net represents a recognition system that estimates the maximum position of the correlation function.
A SOM used as an associative memory performs a classification. The input data is the two-dimensional correlation function.
Each correlation shape or image part leads to a certain class. In the end each individual object belongs to one class. Now a very large amount of classes could be suspected. However, it has turned out that only a few classes are sufficient. The suggested Kohonen map working as an associative memory and / or as a classifier forms such classes.
The properties of these classes depend on the size and topology of the Kohonen map and of course on the structure of the input data. This information is usually not available in advance. It depends on three factors. amount of neurons in x and y is determined a-priori to be equal to the amount of input neurons. Thus the adaptation of the size in x and y is not necessary in this case. In general a fully adaptive map is possible. A trained net meeting the requirements of this application is shown in Fig. 1 .
Implementation

Growing Phase
The training of the network runs in two main steps. In the first phase of the training process the network grows from an initial size of S=M*N*2 neurons, assuming that M and N are equal to the size of the input layer (cf. sect. 1). An error value e, derived from the computation of the Euclidean distance at the current and the last time step, is used to decide whether and when a new plane has to be inserted.
Additionally the relative winning frequency f i (f i =1/S at initial state) is computed for every neuron i, i=1,...,S. The most frequently winning neuron q indicates where to insert a new plane.
Now it has to be decided whether the new plane should be inserted above or below the existing plane 1 . For this purpose that neighbouring neuron r with the largest error value e has to be determined. Between the planes with the neurons q and r the new plane is inserted.
The weight vectors w ins of all inserted neurons are interpolated between the weight vectors of the corresponding neurons in the upper and lower plane. Thus the area with the highest local data density is stretched out. Fig. 2 demonstrates this procedure. 
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This growing process stopps if one of the stopping criteria is met. The primary criterion is a minimal error value e conv , specified by the user. However, if this is never met, a value of a maximal number of neurons acts as an emergency stop and prevents the net from growing indefinitely.
Adaptive Phase
If the desired network size is achieved, a fine-tuning process will be performed. During the growth phase all learning parameters are constant. Now the final weight values will be completed by an adaptive learning phase, with decreasing learning rate α and different neighbourhood definitions A. This means an adaption of the learning rate by time as well as by local criteria.
Results
In this section a characteristic simulation example is discussed to show the properties and the behaviour of the introduced model. Fig. 3 shows the progress of a simple typical training procedure by means of the normalised error graph. It is clearly to be seen that the error increases after every insertion of a neuron plane, whereas the global trend is decreasing. The training process starts at a network size of 16*16*2 and meets the stopping criterion after 5 insertion steps at a resulting size of 16*16*7. Thus the amount of classes at the predefined resolution (stopping criterion) is 7. The classes belong to different planes. A higher resolution (lower stopping threshold) does not necessarily lead to more classes [2] .
A smaller network never reaches the achieved low error value because it cannot hold enough classes. It seems that the larger net gets approximately the same quality at the same learning count, but it takes much more computation time. Some neurons even remain unused.
The weights of the neurons in the same plane represent the same class. This can be forced by a special weight initialisation routine. Neighbouring neurons in the same plane represent inputs belonging to the same class, but at shifted positions. For more details see [4] . Fig. 3 (right side) shows the weights of those neurons winning when the net is stimulated with the input functions on the left side.
Conclusions
The presented algorithm represents a modification as well as an extension of the original Kohonen map.
With the two-dimensional input layer it is possible to present two-dimensionally shaped input data to the net. The topology of the three-dimensional Kohonen layer meets the requirements of a classifier used by the motion detection process mentioned above. The growing network is a utilitarian feature to adapt the topology to an unknown data structure.
The results show the advantages of the approach. The network topology matches optimally the data structure, in this case the distribution of the classes. In contrast to a net designed too small the classification quality is much higher. The training time is remarkably decreased compared to a larger net.
